STAGE
da:ns Festival 2009
Esplanade’s annual dance festival presents some
of today’s most important choreographers and
dance companies in a variety of performances
ranging from spectacular large-scale productions
at the Esplanade Theatre to cutting-edge,
experimental work inside the Esplanade Theatre
Studio. Apart from ticketed performances, da:
ns 2009 also includes workshops, masterclasses
and close to a hundred free performances.

RE—(I,II,III)
By Shen Wei Dance Arts
Chief choreographer of the stunning opening ceremony
of the Beijing Olympics, choreographer Shen Wei gives
us an impassioned look into the cultures of China’s Silk
Road, Tibet and Angkor Wat. Oct 30-31, 8pm. Esplanade
Theatre, 1 Esplanade Dr., 6828-8222. $20-80 from Sistic.

The Third Space Series
By Nanyang Academy of Fine Arts
Get out there and support this local dance effort from
the students of the Nanyang Academy of Fine Arts.
The production features four pieces of work—Toccata,
Then & Now, Red Bamboo and Batulang, which are
rooted in Indian, Chinese and contemporary Western
philosophies. Oct 30-31, 7:30pm. Esplanade Recital
Studio, 1 Esplanade Dr., 6828-8222. $15 from Sistic.

Transmission of the Invisible
by Tribal Crackling Wind
With over three years of research and development
by an artistic team from Cambodia and Canada, this
event pays tribute to the recovery and rebuilding
of the arts in Cambodia, after the tragic cultural
and human carnage during the Khmer Rouge era,
during which 90 percent of the country’s artists were
butchered. Oct 31-Nov 1, 8pm. Esplanade Theatre
Studio, 1 Esplanade Dr., 6828-8222. $30 from Sistic.

Tuesday’s Child and Other Dances
Featuring local dancers and an auxiliary cast from
the School of Dance at LASALLE College of the
Arts, this Singapore production explores the notion
of grace in brief, fleeting vignettes. Oct 31, 6pm;
Nov 1, 3pm, 6pm. Esplanade Rehearsal Studio,
1 Esplanade Dr., 6828-8222. $15 from Sistic.

classical music
Choo Hoey Returns
Conductor Emeritus Choo Hoey returns to mark the
Singapore Symphony Orchestra’s 30th anniversary with
a concert to celebrate popular favorites from Dvorák’s
Eighth Symphony, to Tchaikovsky’s Violin Concerto. The
great maestro will be joined by the rising British violinist
Chloe Hanslip. Nov 6, 7:30pm. Esplanade Concert Hall,
1 Esplanade Dr., 6828-8222. $11-75 from Sistic.

concerts and gigs
CHIJazz Concert
Enjoy soothing jazz tunes from local and
international musicians amid the balmy breeze
at this cool concert. Nov 1, 5pm onwards. The
Lawn, CHIJMES, 30 Victoria St., 6337-7810. Free.

Maksim—Concert Classique
Classical gets a cooler, contemporary pop reworking
with this self-proclaimed “Prince of Piano.”
Nov 18-19, 7:30pm. Esplanade Concert Hall, 1
Esplanade Dr., 6828-8222. $48-198 from Sistic.

ART

Singapore Reggae Festival
Time to slap on the fake dreads and hone that
Jamaican drawl at this easygoing beach music fest.
With a quite happening lineup of acts from Shaggy
to Beenie Man and Bushmen, to Coco Tea and Krazee
Kulture, you’ll be going, “Ya Mon!” in no time. Nov 28,
7pm. Siloso Beach, Sentosa. $78 (tickets purchased
between Oct 4-16), $88 (event day) from Sistic.

Vienna Boys’ Choir
The boys are back in town to belt out their
usual fare of Viennese folk and choral music.
Nov 7-8, 7:30pm. Esplanade Concert Hall, 1
Esplanade Dr., 6828-8222. $38-98 from Sistic.

dance
Reflections 09—The Tango Project
An exciting and new exploratory journey of
tango music expressed through the transition of
Chinese, Indonesian, Indian contemporary, Indian
Bharatyanatyam and neo-classical Ballet dance
forms—choreographed by Ong Siew Bee, Serene Tan,
Zaini Tahir, Gayatri Sriram and Maud Toledano. Nov 6,
8pm. The Republic Cultural Centre. $15 from Sistic.

musicals and opera
Victor/Victoria
Jazz sensation Laura Fygi plays the titular heroine in
this story of a down-on-her-luck female soprano who
finds work playing a female impersonator in Paris
(oh, how Kumar would wish he could sing!). But this
leads to complications in her personal life. Nov 9-29
(except Nov 14, 16, 23), 8pm. Esplanade Theatre,
1 Esplanade Dr., 6828-8222. $36-160 from Sistic.

theater
Ennio Marchetto
Laugh out loud with the master of impersonations,
illusions and quick change. Marchetto magically
transforms into characterizations of more than 50 of the
world’s most recognizable cultural icons. Set to a brilliant
soundtrack of hits, the highly original show includes a
star-studded line up from the sublime to the ridiculous
... everyone from Mona Lisa to Boy George, Celine Dion
to Ozzie Osbourne, Dolly Parton to Amy Winehouse,
and many more. Nov 3-7, 8pm. Victoria Theatre, 93
Empress Place, 6338-8283. $38-68 from Sistic.

Shocks & Shiok: Vampires Monologues and
The Patient
Halloween theater Singapore-style. A bartender
who allows himself to be turned into a vampire
in order to become a comedian and a grouchy
old patient in a creepy hospital feature in this
double bill of original Singapore plays. Be afraid.
Or maybe not. Oct 22-Nov 1, Tue-Thu, Sun, 8pm;
Fri-Sat, 8pm, 10:30pm. The Room Upstairs, 42
Waterloo St., 6837-0842. $35-45 from Sistic.

Sofaman
A collaboration between The Necessary Stage and
Russia’s KnAM Theatre, Sofaman deals with aspects
of loneliness, love, tragedy and rootlessness and
death. Should be interesting, if a little morose.
Nov 5-15, Wed-Fri, 8pm; Sat, 3pm, 8pm; Sun 3pm.
The Necessary Stage Black Box, #B1-02 Marine
Parade Community Building. $22-27 from Sistic.

Art Box
Body Worlds: The Original & The Cycle Of Life
In most art exhibits, the works on display are
created by people. In Body Worlds, the people
are the art. Of course, that depends on your
definition of art.
On display here are roughly 200 exhibits
ranging from enlarged hearts to a fully-skinned
and dissected giraffe. Where’s the art in that?
you might say. And all we can reply is simply:
Go and see.
All of the exhibits on display here are the
result of the combined efforts of
Dr. Gunther von Hagens and
his wife, Dr. Angelina Walley.
Von Hagen’s contribution to
the world-wide phenomenon
(and frequent controversybringer) known as Body Worlds
is his invention of a process known
as plastination. Through this process,
human blood, bone, muscle and all the
other bits we have inside us are impregnated with
a polymer (like silicon) that forever preserves them. The
result is that our insides retain their mind-boggling detail and
color yet, thankfully, lose any odor associated with decomposition.
Whalley’s hand in the exhibit is where the true art comes in. And we’re not just talking
about the tastefully arranged and annotated plastinized organs in the glass cases (although you’ll
spend hours marveling at what cigarettes can do to lungs or alcohol to the liver). What is truly striking
here are the complete humans—the man holding his own coat of removed skin; the skinless woman
releasing two pigeons composed solely of their circulatory systems; the gymnast forever showing off his
strength in a pose on the rings, with his entire set of organs hanging next to him.
According to the pair, the artistic poses of the bodies were necessary to hold the interest of the
public, as static poses creeped out the Japanese, where the show was first mounted years ago. As
Whalley puts it, “being a good educator means being a good entertainer.”
And entertained you will be. In fact, in this newly-revamped exhibit (the original Body Worlds
was shown here in 2002), great care has
been taken to captivate. The exhibits tell
the tale of our birth-to-life journey. Along
the way, inspiring quotes from the likes
of Henry Ford and Kahil Gabrand cause
introspection of the most literal type
while large scale information boards
explain what happens to us as we
age and how we can care for bodies.
Although the exhibits might shock
at first, that quickly gives way
to a sense awe and fascination
that’ll have you wanting to
spend hours with the bodies
on display—all of which were
donated by people eager to
make a lasting contribution to
this art-meets-science project. By the
end of your time peering into the human
condition, you’ll feel moved, enlightened
and inspired to be a better person—
inside and out.—Michael Franco
Body Worlds: The Original & The Cycle Of
Life is on through 6 Mar, 2010. Singapore
Science Centre, 15 Science Centre Rd.,
6425-2500. $20, children $12.
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